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INVESTMENTNEWSLETTER
“I have found that the importance of having
an investment philosophy—one that is robust
and that you can stick with— cannot be
overstated.”
—David Booth

THE UNCOMMON AVERAGE

MAY 2019
Dimensional Fund Advisors

The US stock market has delivered an average annual return of around 10% since 1926.1 But short-term results
may vary, and in any given period stock returns can be positive, negative, or flat. When setting expectations, it’s
helpful to see the range of outcomes experienced by investors historically. For example, how often have the stock
market’s annual returns actually aligned with its long-term average?
Exhibit 1 shows calendar year returns for the S&P 500 Index since 1926. The shaded band marks the historical
average of 10%, plus or minus 2 percentage points. The S&P 500 Index had a return within this range in only six
of the past 93 calendar years. In most years, the index’s return was outside of the range—often above or below
by a wide margin—with no obvious pattern. For investors, the data highlight the importance of looking beyond
average returns and being aware of the range of potential outcomes.
Exhibit 1. S&P 500 Index Annual Returns 1926–2018

In US dollars. S&P data © S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, a division of S&P Global. Indices are not available for direct investment. Index returns are not
representative of actual portfolios and do not reflect costs and fees associated with an actual investment. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Actual returns may be lower.
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As measured by the S&P 500 Index from 1926–2018

TUNING IN TO DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES
Despite the year-to-year volatility, investors can potentially increase their chances of having a positive outcome
by maintaining a long-term focus. Exhibit 2 documents the historical frequency of positive returns over rolling
periods of one, five, and 10 years in the US market. The data show that, while positive performance is never
assured, investors’ odds improve over longer time horizons.

Exhibit 2. Frequency of Positive Returns in the S&P 500 Index, Overlapping Periods: 1926–2018

In US dollars. From January 1926–December 2018, there are 997 overlapping 10-year periods, 1,057 overlapping 5-year periods, and 1,105 overlapping 1-year
periods. The first period starts in January 1926, the second period starts in February 1926, the third in March 1926, and so on. S&P data © S&P Dow Jones
Indices LLC, a division of S&P Global. Indices are not available for direct investment. Index returns are not representative of actual portfolios and do not
reflect costs and fees associated with an actual investment. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Actual returns may be lower.

CONCLUSION
While some investors might find it easy to stay the course in years with above average returns, periods of
disappointing results may test an investor’s faith in equity markets. Being aware of the range of potential
outcomes can help investors remain disciplined, which in the long term can increase the odds of a successful
investment experience. What can help investors endure the ups and downs? While there is no silver bullet,
understanding how markets work and trusting market prices are good starting points. An asset allocation that
aligns with personal risk tolerances and investment goals is also valuable. By thoughtfully considering these and
other issues, investors may be better prepared to stay focused on their long-term goals during different market
environments.

Source: Dimensional Fund Advisors LP.
There is no guarantee investment strategies will be successful. Investing involves risks, including possible loss of principal.
Diversification does not eliminate the risk of market loss.
All expressions of opinion are subject to change. This article is distributed for informational purposes, and it is not to be
construed as an offer, solicitation, recommendation, or endorsement of any particular security, products, or services.
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THE MANY FACES OF RISK
There is no question that risk carries a negative

TIMOTHY STRAUTS
Morningstar

When thinking about investment risk, you need to

connotation for investors. But the simple fact about

consider company fundamentals (what will cause this

risk is that it’s ever-present. There is more to risk than

firm to succeed or fail), because that will ultimately

market volatility, and trying to avoid risk is like trying to

drive the stock price over time. There is also price risk.

avoid the oxygen in the room. You might think you’re

Even if the company is poised for tremendous success,

avoiding it by sticking with safer investments, such

how much are you paying to own a piece of it? If you

as bonds. But when you make moves like this, you’re

overpay, you can still lose money, because stocks

usually just swapping one kind of risk for another. In

tend to revert to their fair value over time, even if they

this case, you may have reduced short-term volatility

occasionally become under- or overvalued.

risk, but you likely increased long-term shortfall
risk: With a heavy emphasis on lower-yielding ‘safe’

You also have to consider your own shortfall

investments, your portfolio may not grow enough to

risk. Conceivably, you’re investing in the market to

meet your retirement needs or overcome inflation over

fund some future expense (for instance, college or

the long term.

retirement). If you take money out of the market, or
move money from stocks to bonds, what does that

On the flip side, we may also mistake an upward

mean for your long-term earning potential, given the

trend in the market for the absence of risk. A strong

types of returns bonds tend to produce over long

performance streak doesn’t mean there was no risk. It

periods of time? Remember, funding that future

just means that risk didn’t bite hard during that time

expense is your primary objective, not avoiding every

period. Don’t confuse being lucky with being risk-proof.

little dip in the market along the way.

So, we can’t avoid risk. But neither should we be

But instead of fundamental, price, and shortfall

oblivious to it. What we need to do is understand

risk, we investors tend to focus on short-term volatility

the risks we’re taking, and remember risk’s traveling

because that’s the thing we see every day, in real time.

companion: reward. This keys in on an important point:

It’s the most apparent and seemingly uncontrollable

Risk isn’t inherently bad. When you take risk, you can

risk. Make no mistake, volatility may reflect real

have good outcomes, too. Risks should have related

changes in a company’s fundamentals, and that can

and commensurate potential rewards. We invest in the

mean a real loss of money for you. But volatility is often

market not because risk is bad and we expect to lose

just noise, reflecting worries that won’t have any lasting

money, but because taking risk can be profitable. So,

or appreciable effect on a company’s operations. In

the question is not whether to take risk. Instead, it’s

these cases, we shouldn’t let volatility risk leave the

what risks do you want to take, and how much?

realm of paper losses.

TYPES OF RISK
As suggested above, there is more than one kind of

That’s easier said than done, of course, especially
during a market crisis or correction. But one way of

risk, and to manage risk well, you need to consider the

getting around that is by considering another type of

different types. For instance, investing risk is not all (or

risk: liquidity risk. That’s the risk that you can’t sell an

even mostly) about the market’s volatility (the Dow’s

asset (or at least can’t sell it for a reasonable price)

daily ups and downs on Fed talk, China’s latest data, or

when you need to sell it. The upshot: If you have a

any number of global worries).

short-term need for cash, then have cash on hand. That
www.obsfs.com
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allows you to ride through the volatility risk of your

All else equal, if you like a stock at $50 per share, you

other assets. But remember, if you keep too much cash

should love it at $30. Buying at a discount means you

on hand, you might be raising your shortfall risk. Again,

have room for error in your analysis, a buffer in case

to balance risk well, you need to consider the different

of an unforeseen complication, or the chance for extra

types and their trade-offs.

return if everything goes as planned.

THE RISKS YOU DO TAKE ARE MANAGEABLE

DON’T LET RISK TAKE YOU

The good news is, even if you have to take some

Unlike the familiar risk of going to work for an

short-term risks you’d rather not, you can take the edge

immediate reward (a paycheck), when it comes

off in a number of ways. Diversification among asset

to investing, the reward is typically delayed, while

classes may reduce marketwide or so-called systematic

the perceived risk (specifically market volatility) is

risk. In 2008, the bond market held up just fine even

immediate. Because of short-term market gyrations,

though stocks uniformly fell on their face. Holding

investors may also feel that they can’t control

assets that move in different directions at the same

or moderate their investment risk. So, there is a

time makes for a smoother ride overall and gives you

disconnect between perceived high and uncontrollable

more options should you need to liquidate a portion of

present risk on one side, and an uncertain future

your holdings for some reason.

reward on the other. That just doesn’t sound like a
good trade-off.

You may also want to consider diversification within
one asset class. Holding several stocks (as opposed to

But that story is not complete. You also have to

just one) from the same industry and other industries

think about shortfall risk and the opportunity cost of

may reduce company-specific risk (such as product-

not investing (in other words, the money you could

launch failure) and sector-specific risk (such as e-books

have made over time but didn’t because you weren’t

and e-mail taking a bite out of paper company profits).

invested). You have to think about the cost of inaction,

Another way to manage fundamental risk is to invest

because not taking any action is potentially risky, too,

in companies that have sustainable competitive

just in a different way.

advantages.
When you look at it this way, you should realize you
Dollar-cost averaging, or putting your money to work

can’t avoid risk. So, don’t let risk just happen to you.

in smaller chunks over time, may reduce that risk. It

Since you’ll end up taking risk in one form or another,

also happens to be the de facto way that most people

you might as well take control, and take smart risks.

end up investing—with a little bit of money coming out

Take risks in a way that you choose, in a form that you

of every paycheck. Another way to potentially reduce

manage to reach your goals—knowing the trade-offs

price risk is requiring a margin of safety before buying.

and the consequences and the rewards.

There is no guarantee that diversification, asset allocation and dollar-cost averaging will protect against market risk. These
investment strategies do not ensure a profit or protect against loss in a declining market. In addition, since investing by
dollar-cost averaging involves continuous investment in securities regardless of fluctuating prices, investors should consider
their financial ability to continue purchases through periods of both low and high price levels. Returns and principal invested
in stocks are not guaranteed, and stocks have been more volatile than bonds. Investing does not ensure a profitable
outcome and always involves risk of loss. This is for informational purposes only and should not be considered financial
planning advice. Please consult a financial professional for advice specific to your individual circumstances. This article
contributed by Christine Benz, Director of Personal Finance with Morningstar.
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When people act like the sky is falling, it’s helpful to remember that volatility is normal,
and there are simple things you can do to pursue a better investment experience.

Recently, the market has shown a lot of volatility.

producer Dave Goetsch calls himself a “Transformed

This can be unnerving, even when you have a solid

Investor” because while he once felt like he was

plan backed up by an investment philosophy you

being held hostage to the whims of markets, he’s now

believe in. Most of the time, it feels great to know that

settled into a healthy, less emotional relationship with

if you’re a long-term investor, you can go about your

investing, anchored by his belief in the way markets

life with the confidence that true conviction brings. But

work.

when everyone else is acting like the sky is falling, it
can be helpful to remember a few things.

I understand that times like this can be difficult,
especially since we don’t know how long they will last.

First, volatility is a normal part of investing. We

But try not to lose sight of your long-term goals, and

all know that markets go up and down—so we can

remember that uncertainty is actually part of what

be disappointed by downturns, but we shouldn’t be

creates opportunity. Equities have higher expected

surprised by them. Most importantly, for long-term

returns than other investments because they require

investors, reacting emotionally to recent market

investors to bear additional risk. Without uncertainty,

volatility may be more detrimental to portfolio

investors wouldn’t get paid for taking on this risk.

performance than the drawdown itself.
As I’ve said many times, much of the financial
So, how do you tune out the noise? Working with

services industry is geared toward making people

a good financial advisor can help you see past the

think they can avoid uncertainty. But the future is

headlines and cultivate discipline and a sense of

unknowable. We believe the best approach is to make

security, knowing you have a well-thought-out plan

informed choices, adjust as your needs and objectives

in place that is working toward your goals. That’s the

change, and be okay with a range of possible

power of professional advice.

outcomes. And remember: You’re not in this alone.
Your financial advisor should be there to help remind

One investor changed his life in a profound way
by changing his attitude about markets. Hollywood

you that a properly built plan considers the ups and
downs of the market.
www.obsfs.com
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Investment Update is published monthly by OBS Financial. All articles provided by Dimensional
Fund Advisors, Morningstar, or OBS Financial. Information has been obtained from sources
believed to be reliable, but its accuracy and completeness, and the opinions based thereon,
are not guaranteed and no responsibility is assumed for errors and omissions. Nothing in this
publication should be deemed as individual investment advice. Consult your personal financial
adviser and investment prospectus before making an investment decision. Any performance data
published herein are not predictive of future performance. Investors should always be aware that
past performance has not been shown to predict the future. If in doubt about the tax or legal
consequences of an investment decision it is best to consult a qualified expert. OBS Financial is a
Registered Investment Advisor with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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